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A family of rigorous upper bounds on the growth rate of local gyrokinetic instabilities in magnetized
plasmas is derived from the evolution equation for the Helmholtz free energy. These bounds hold for both
electrostatic and electromagnetic instabilities, regardless of the number of particle species, their collision
frequency, and the geometry of the magnetic field. A large number of results that have earlier been derived
in special cases and observed in numerical simulations are thus brought into a unifying framework. These
bounds apply not only to linear instabilities but also imply an upper limit to the nonlinear growth of the free
energy.
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Most plasmas in the laboratory and in objects of
astrophysical interest are strongly magnetized in the sense
that the gyroradii of both electrons and ions are small in
comparison with the system size. Such plasmas are subject
to a wide spectrum of instabilities with wavelengths
comparable to the ion or electron gyroradius, and these
instabilities cause turbulence, which in turn regulates the
large-scale behavior of the plasma.
The most complete, yet economical, mathematical

framework for treating such instabilities and turbulence
is provided by gyrokinetics, which has been developed
since the late 1960s [1,2] and has come to dominate large
parts of theoretical plasma physics. Thousands of papers
have been published on the subject [3–5], and millions of
lines of code have been written for the purpose of numeri-
cally solving gyrokinetic equations [6].
On the mathematical side, the derivation of gyrokinetic

equations has been discussed at great length, variational
principles for these equations have been derived, conserva-
tion laws have been established, and numerical schemes
respecting these laws have been devised. However, there are
few quantitative mathematical results of any general validity
in the field. Even something as simple as the growth rate of
linear instabilities tends to be sensitive to details. A famous
example is provided by the so-called “universal” instability
of a simple plasma with a density gradient in a straight (but
sheared) magnetic field. Despite its relative simplicity, such a
plasma was alternately proved to be stable and unstable over
the course of several decades [7], and the result changes

again if the geometry of the magnetic field is varied. One
gets the feeling that, in gyrokinetic stability theory, the
answer changes every time an assumption, however seem-
ingly unimportant, is modified.
This state of affairs provides the motivation for the

present Letter, where a family of rigorous upper bounds on
the growth rates of local gyrokinetic instabilities is estab-
lished. These upper bounds are valid for any collisionality,
any number of particle species, and any geometry of the
magnetic field. The reason these bounds are so robust is
that they are derived from thermodynamic considerations,
giving them a generality that is rare in the field. The results
are nevertheless nontrivial, though perhaps not surprising.
The analysis proceeds from the nonlinear gyrokinetic

equation, which for each Fourier component of the “non-
adiabatic” part, gak, of the distribution function for each
species a reads [8]

∂gak
∂t þ vk

∂gak
∂l þ iωdagak

−
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�
ðϕk − vkAkkÞ ð1Þ

in the notation of the early literature on the subject (see,
e.g., [9–11]). As is customary in local gyrokinetics, we
consider a slender “flux tube” of plasma along the magnetic
field and take a Fourier transform on the short scale of the
perpendicular wavelength in the directions across the
equilibrium field. (If the field lines trace out toroidal
surfaces, this requires a ballooning transform.) The equi-
librium magnetic field is written as B ¼ ∇ψ ×∇α, the
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wave vector as k ¼ k⊥ ¼ kψ∇ψ þ kα∇α, k00 ¼ k − k0,
and the equilibriumMaxwellian Fa0 is constant on surfaces
of constant ψ . The diamagnetic frequency is denoted by
ω�a ¼ ðkαTa=eaÞd ln na=dψ , where na represents density,
Ta temperature, ηa ¼ d lnTa=d ln na the ratio of normal-
ized temperature and density gradients, ea charge, and
ωT�a ¼ ω�a½1þ ηaðmav2=2Ta − 3=2Þ�. The drift frequency
is ωda ¼ k⊥ · vda, where vda is the magnetic drift velocity,
and the linearized collision operator between species a and
b is denoted by Cab. The independent coordinates are the
arc length l along the magnetic field B, the magnitude v ¼
jvj of the velocity vector, and the magnetic moment
μa ¼ mav2⊥=2B, where v⊥ ¼ jv − v ·BB=B2j. Finally, J0
denotes a Bessel function, and Ωa ¼ eaB=ma. The electro-
static and magnetic potentials (in the Coulomb gauge) are
given by the field equations

X
a

λaϕk ¼
X
a

ea

Z
gakJ0d3v; ð2Þ

Akk ¼ μ0
k2⊥

X
a

ea

Z
vkgakJ0d3v; ð3Þ

where λa ¼ nae2a=Ta, and for simplicity we neglect parallel
magnetic-field fluctuations as well as any equilbrium electric
field and flow. The latter is, in other words, assumed to be
small enough that Coriolis and centrifugal forces can be
neglected.
Our primary aim is to derive an upper bound on the

growth rate of linear instabilities as a function of plasma
parameters, instability wavelength, and magnetic-field
geometry. For this purpose we consider the entropy budget
of the system by operating on Eq. (1) with

Re
X
a;k
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�Z
ð� � �Þ g

�
ak

Fa0
d3v

�
;

where angular brackets denote a volume average over the
flux tube and an asterisk the complex conjugate. This
operation annihilates many of the terms of the gyrokinetic
equation and results in the relation

X
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ðCþDÞ; ð4Þ
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is negative or vanishes by Boltzmann’sH theorem [12], and
we have written
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Dðk; tÞ is related to the entropy production caused by the
particle and heat fluxes associated with the perturbations gak,
and the expression for H becomes intelligible when written
in terms of the function δFa ¼ ga − ðeaJ0ϕ=TaÞFa0, which
makes it clear that the quantity H is, in fact, the Helmholtz
free energy of the fluctuations,

H ¼ U −
X
a

TaSa: ð6Þ

Here Sa ¼ −hnasai denotes the entropy perturbation of
species a, where

sa ¼
1

na

Z jδFakj2
Fa0

d3v

is derived from the expansion of the Gibbs entropy
−
R
Fa lnFad3v around a Maxwellian, and

U ¼
�X

a

λa½1 − Γ0ðk2⊥ρ2aÞ�jϕkj2 þ
jk⊥Akkj2

μ0

�

represents the energy of the fluctuations, where ΓnðxÞ ¼
InðxÞe−x and ρ2a ¼ Ta=ðmaΩ2

aÞ. The first term in U is the
gyrokinetic generalization of the kinetic energy of E × B
motion, and the second term the energy associated with
magnetic-field fluctuations.
In fully developed turbulence, a relation similar to Cþ

D ¼ 0 holds on a time average and has often been invoked
in discussions of turbulent cascades [13–19]. Our aims are
different, and instead draw inspiration from little-known
work going back to Fowler [20–22]. At first, we consider a
single linear eigenmode and note that Eqs. (4) and (5) imply

γ ≤
D
H

ð7Þ

for the growth rate γðkψ ; kαÞ. Furthermore, we use the
triangle and Schwarz inequalities to find an upper bound on
the free-energy production D as a function of the fluc-
tuation amplitudes δFak, jϕkj and jAkkj,
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where ba ¼ k2⊥ρ2a and
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2
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�
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2
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�
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The triangle and Schwarz inequalities can also be applied
directly to the field equations, Eqs. (2) and (3), written in
terms of δFa, to infer upper bounds on the fluctuation
amplitudes in terms of the entropy perturbations. In each
point, we haveX

a

λað1 − Γ0aÞjϕkj ≤
X
a

najeaj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ0asa

p
; ð9Þ
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p
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where we have written Γ0aðlÞ ¼ Γ0ðk2⊥ρ2aÞ and βaðlÞ ¼
2μ0naTa=B2. From these inequalities and Eqs. (7) and
(8), it is possible to derive a family of rigorous upper
bounds on the growth rate γ of any instability governed by
Eqs. (1)–(3).
As a first example, let us consider a hydrogen plasma

with Boltzmann-distributed (so-called “adiabatic”) elec-
trons, ge ¼ 0, which is the traditional simplest gyrokinetic
model of the ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) instability.
Both the curvature-driven branch and the “slab” branch of
the instability, and any mixture thereof, are described by
this model [23–25], which has been the subject of hundreds
of publications. In this case, the free energy becomes

H ¼ nTi

�
si þ ð1þ τ − Γ0iÞ

				 eϕk

Ti

				2
�

where τ ¼ Ti=Te, and the bound Eq. (9) is replaced by the
more stringent condition

ð1þ τ − Γ0iÞ
ejϕkj
Ti

≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ0isi

p
:

Minimizing H subject to this constraint gives

H ≥ λið1þ τÞ
��
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− 1

�
jϕkj2

�
¼ HminðkÞ

and implies H ≥
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HminðkÞnTihsii

p
, which together with

Eq. (8) can be used in Eq. (7) to derive the inequality

γ

ω�i
≤

hMðηi; biÞjϕkj2i1=2
hð1þ τÞ½ð1þ τÞΓ−1

0i − 1�jϕkj2i1=2
:

Thanks to a peculiar property of adiabatic electrons,
whereby the particle transport vanishes identically, this
bound can, in fact, be sharpened. The density gradient does
not contribute to the entropy production and can therefore
be removed from D from the outset, causing the function
Mðη; bÞ to be replaced by

M̃ðη; bÞ ¼ η2
��

3

2
− 2bþ 2b2

�
Γ0ðbÞ þ bð1 − 2bÞΓ1ðbÞ

�
:

Since M̃ðη; bÞ and Γ0ðbÞ are both monotonically decreas-
ing functions of b, we thus obtain

γ

ω�i
≤

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M̃ðηi; bminÞ

ð1þ τÞ½ð1þ τÞΓ−1
0 ðbminÞ − 1�

s
; ð11Þ

where bmin ¼ biðl0Þ denotes the smallest value of biðlÞ ¼
k2⊥ρ2i ∝ ðk⊥=BÞ2 anywhere along the flux tube for the pair of
wave numbers ðkψ ; kαÞ under consideration. Equation (11)
represents a universal upper bound on all gyrokinetic
instabilities (not only ITG modes but also trapped-ion
modes) in a plasma with adiabatic electrons. This bound,
which is plotted in Fig. 1, holds for any collisionality and any
magnetic flux tube geometry, where the latter affects the
result only through the variation of k⊥ρi along the field. For
long wavelengths, k⊥ρi ≪ 1, the dependence on geometry
disappears and we simply obtain

γ ≤ jηiω�ij
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3

2τð1þ τÞ

s
:
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Note that ω�i is proportional to kα, and that the growth rate
thus vanishes in the limit of long wavelength, i.e., γ → 0 as
k⊥ρi → 0, as invariably observed in numerical simulations.
A well-known unfavorable dependence on the electron
temperature is also present, which causes the growth rate
to increase with increasing Te=Ti [23–26]. In the opposite
limit of a short wavelength, k⊥ρi ≫ 1, the bound remains
finite,

γ ≤
jηiω�ij
1þ τ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5

8πbmin

s
;

since bmin is positive-definite and quadratic in kψ and kα.
Note that γðkψ ; kαÞ approaches a finite constant in the limit
kα → ∞ and vanishes when kψ → ∞.
Guided by these results, we now turn to the general case

of electromagnetic instabilities in a plasma with an arbitrary
number of ion species. We begin by seeking lower bounds
onH under the constraints from Eqs. (9) and (10). From the
former we obtain

H ≥ hLjϕkj2i

with

LðlÞ ¼
 X

a

λa

!"X
b

λbð1 − Γ0bÞ
#, X

c

λcΓ0c

!
;

and from the latter

H ≥
�jk⊥Akkj2

μ0

�
1þ

�X
a

βaΓ0a

2ba

�−1��

≃
�jk⊥Akkj2

μ0

�
1þ 2be

βeΓ0e

��
;

where we have recognized that, to an excellent approxi-
mation, the sum over species is dominated by the con-
tribution from the electrons. (The error is of order
meTe=miTi.) Using these inequalities as well as H ≥
naTahsai in Eq. (7) gives

γ ≤
X
a

jω�aj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hλaMðηa; baÞjϕkj2i
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þ jω�ej
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hNðηe; beÞjAkkj2i

hKjAkkj2i

s
ð12Þ

with

KðlÞ ¼ 2be
βe

�
1þ 2be

βeΓ0e

�
;

where we again have neglected the contribution from ions
to the electromagnetic term, thus committing a very small
error. Since L is an increasing function of k⊥=B, the first
term on the right of Eq. (12) is maximized if jϕkðlÞj2 is
chosen to be a delta function in the point l0 where this
quantity attains its minimum. Similarly, the second term is
maximized by choosing jAkkðlÞj2 ∝ δðl − l1Þ where l1 is the
point where K=N is minimized. Equation (12) thus implies
the upper bound

γ ≤
X
a

jω�aj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λaM½ηa; baðl0Þ�

Lðl0Þ

s

þ jω�ej
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N½ηe; beðl1Þ�

Kðl1Þ

s
; ð13Þ

which represents our most general result. Since the right-
hand side is a bounded function of kψ and kα, it implies an
absolute upper bound on the growth rate for any wave
numbers. This bound, which is conservative and can be
improved at the expense of increased complexity, depends
on the density and temperature gradients of all species in a
nontrivial way. In the important special case of a pure
hydrogen plasma and k⊥ρe ≪ 1, it reduces to

γ

jω�ej
≤

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τðΓ0i þ τÞ

ð1þ τÞð1 − Γ0iÞ

s " ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τMðηi; biÞ

p
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3η2e

2

r #

þ βe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 2ηa þ 7η2e=2
2beðβe þ 2beÞ

s
;

where the first term on the right is evaluated at l ¼ l0 and the
second one at l ¼ l1. In the opposite limit of k⊥ρe ≫ 1, the
electromagnetic term can be neglected altogether, and we
instead obtain
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FIG. 1. Upper bound [Eq. (11)] on the growth rate (in arbitrary
units) of gyrokinetic instabilities for kψ ¼ 0 and three different
values of τ ¼ Ti=Te in a plasma with adiabatic electrons as a
function of the smallest value of k⊥ρi along the magnetic field.
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γ

jω�ej
≤

τ

1þ τ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ηe þ 5η2e=4

2πbeðl0Þ

s
:

Several well-known features from gyrokinetic theory and
simulations are manifest in these expressions. For instance,
the contribution from magnetic fluctuations is proportional
to βe and peaks at long wavelengths, whereas the electro-
static terms are independent of β and increase with wave
number but remain bounded as k⊥ρa → ∞. Heavy particle
species contribute more at small wave numbers while
electrons dominate at large ones, and a number of scalings
with respect to the ion and electron temperatures that have
earlier been derived in special cases [11,23–26] are also
reflected in these results.
Although the bounds in Eqs. (11) and (12) have been

derived for linear instabilities, they have much more general
implications and we therefore now consider the nonlinear
growth of free energy associated with an arbitrary initial
condition, defined by distribution functions δFak at t ¼ 0,
say. This initial condition need not correspond to a linear
eigenmode and could, for instance, describe a turbulent
spectrum of large-amplitude disturbances. When several
Fourier modes with different wave vectors k are present,
the total free energy Htot and entropy production Dtot are
equal to sums of the corresponding quantities for each wave
number,

HtotðtÞ ¼
X
k

Hðk; tÞ;

DtotðtÞ ¼
X
k

Dðk; tÞ;

where each component satisfies the bounds in Eqs. (11) or
(12) derived above, i.e., Dðk; tÞ ≤ γboundðkÞHðk; tÞ.
According to Eq. (4), the nonlinear growth is thus limited by

dHtot

dt
≤ 2
X
k

γboundðkÞHðk; tÞ:

According to Eqs. (11) and (12), the function γboundðkÞ is
itself bounded, i.e., there is a number γmax such that

γboundðkÞ < γmax for all k;

and thus implies a similar bound on the nonlinear growth of
the total free energy,

d lnHtot

dt
≤ 2γmax:

Our bounds on linear instability growth rates thus imply a
universal bound on the nonlinear growth of free energy. The
latter can never exceed twice the largest linear growth rate
bound, no matter how turbulent the plasma is.

Because of Boltzmann’s H theorem [Eq. (5)], collisions
always dissipate free energy [Eq. (4)] and can only act to
reduce the upper bounds that we have derived. This is
somewhat curious since collisions sometimes act destabi-
lizing in linear stability theory, but apparently such behav-
ior is not reflected in the bounds.
Conversely, if collisions are absent, it is always possible to

achieve a positive instantaneous growth rate d lnHtot=dt > 0
of free energy (unless all density and temperature gradients
vanish) by an appropriate choice of initial conditions δFak at
t ¼ 0. This statement holds even if the system is linearly
stable. (The growth will then be transient and followed by
damping.) To see this, it is sufficient to note that, without
collisions, the growth rate is given by d lnHtot=dt ¼
2Dtot=Htot, which is a ratio of two functionals that are
quadratic in the distribution functions δFak and can always
be made positive for some choice of these functions. The
circumstance that the free energy can grow transiently in the
face of linear stability means that subcritical turbulence is
possible [27], at least if the growth is vigorous enough, and it
is therefore of importance that it cannot exceed the bounds
derived above. As will be shown in a future publication, it is
possible to make these “tight” by identifying the distribution
functions δFak that maximize the ratio, which then defines
the largest possible rate of free-energy growth.
In summary, a family of universal upper bounds on the

linear growth rate has been found for any instability
described by the gyrokinetic system of equations
[Eqs. (1)–(3)], including ion- and electron-temperature-
gradient modes, the so-called “universal” and “ubiquitous”
instabilities, dissipative and collisionless trapped-particle
modes, kinetic and resistive ballooning modes, and micro-
tearing modes. These bounds hold for plasmas consisting of
any number of particle species having any collision fre-
quency, and the magnetic geometry is also general, except
for the local approximation made in the formulation of the
equations themselves. A large number of results that have
earlier been derived in special cases or observed in numerical
simulations are thus brought into a unifying framework.
Moreover, the nonlinear growth of free energy is also limited
by the maximum bound on the linear growth rate.
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